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Sherlock Holmes And The Mystery Of Einsteins
Daughter
An invitation to take lunch at the Great Western Hotel at Paddington station leads
Sherlock Holmes into a baffling mystery. Who is it that is watching every move
made by popular journalist, Farringdon Blake, and why? When the trail goes cold
in London, Holmes and his friend, Dr Watson, must travel down to Foxwood
Grange, Blake’s home in rural Oxfordshire, to seek a solution to the mystery
there. But Foxwood Grange, a 300-year-old Elizabethan mansion, is a house with
a chequered past and holds mysteries of its own. In this superb evocation of both
the spirit and the style of Conan Doyle’s earlier Sherlock Holmes stories, Denis
O. Smith, acclaimed author of numerous Sherlock Holmes short story collections,
here presents the great detective on a larger stage, in a gripping mystery which
builds remorselessly to a thrilling and dramatic climax.
An invitation to take lunch at the Great Western Hotel at Paddington station leads
Sherlock Holmes into a baffling mystery. Who is it that is watching every move
made by popular journalist, Farringdon Blake, and why? When the trail goes cold
in London, Holmes and his friend, Dr Watson, must travel down to Foxwood
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Grange, Blake's home in rural Oxfordshire, to seek a solution to the mystery
there. But Foxwood Grange, a 300-year-old Elizabethan mansion, is a house with
a chequered past and holds mysteries of its own. In this superb evocation of both
the spirit and the style of Conan Doyle's earlier Sherlock Holmes stories, Denis
O. Smith, acclaimed author of numerous Sherlock Holmes short story collections,
here presents the great detective on a larger stage, in a gripping mystery which
builds remorselessly to a thrilling and dramatic climax.
A selection of six of the finest of the Sherlock Holmes mystery stories.
Sherlock Holmes investigates the scene of an unusual murder, where he finds
traces of blood, a victim with no wounds, and the word Rache written on the wall.
"Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine" returns with issue #14, presenting the best
in modern and classic mystery fiction! Included this time are the usual columns
by Dr Watson and Mrs Hudson, plus the following works: Sleuthing: Yesterday,
Today, and Tomorrow, by Jacqueline Seewald Lost in Translation, by John M.
Floyd "Diamonds", by Kelli A. Wilkins In Memoriam: A Vignette, by Stan Trybulski
The Mystery of the Missing Money, by Mary Laufer Pea Soup, by Gerald Elias
Playing for Keeps, by Meg Opperman My Living is Dying, by Laird Long The
Adventure of the Empty Lighthouse, by Jack Grochot Three Sudden Murders, by
George Zebrowski The Adventure of the Vanished Village, by Michael Mallory
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When Stars Collide, by BV Lawson A Case of Identity, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
"Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine" is produced under license from Conan
Doyle Estate Ltd.
The fate of the allied forces lies in the hands of Joanna and the Watsons in the
next Daughter of Sherlock Holmes mystery series from USA Today bestselling
author Leonard Goldberg, In The Blue Diamond...
Mr Holmes, save my sister from whatever nameless horror has just driven this
friend of ours to her death! It is late on a foggy November afternoon and a
desperate young woman arrives at Baker Street, imploring Sherlock Holmes to
help her. She is terrified about what may be going on inside a secretive London
refuge for Russian exiles, where her sister works. And so begins a frightening
case which deeply strains both Holmes and Watson because of dreadful
consequences of failure and the mystifying nature of the forces against them.
The case leads into strange territory. Into the circles of Victorian London’s
radicals and idealists, where early feminists and socialists rub shoulders with
exiled foreign revolutionaries. To a utopian anarchist commune in Essex
wilderness, which imitates Tolstoy’s farm communes in Russia. Into the dark
political world from which London’s Russian exiles have fled. The trail leads on to one shocking discovery after another, as Holmes unravels a conspiracy as evil
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and twisted as a labyrinth in hell. Lengthwise, The Case of the Russian
Chessboard totals three original Sherlock Holmes Short Stories. Narrated by Dr
Watson, the tale respects Sherlock Holmes traditions and 1890s historical facts.
Mingling mystery with gaslight, it offers a gripping, atmospheric and thoughtprovoking read.
Get your deerstalker cap on — the play’s afoot! Comedic genius Ken Ludwig
(Lend Me a Tenor, Moon Over Buffalo) transforms Arthur Conan Doyle’s classic
The Hound of the Baskervilles into a murderously funny adventure. Sherlock
Holmes is on the case. The male heirs of the Baskerville line are being
dispatched one by one. To find their ingenious killer, Holmes and Watson must
brave the desolate moors before a family curse dooms its newest heir. Watch as
our intrepid investigators try to escape a dizzying web of clues, silly accents,
disguises, and deceit as five actors deftly portray more than forty characters.
Does a wild hellhound prowl the moors of Devonshire? Can our heroes discover
the truth in time? Join the fun and see how far from elementary the truth can be.
When Holmes and Watson are invited to a Christmas house party, the host seems to
have nothing in mind but bringing Christmas cheer to his guests, but the festivities are
brought to a sudden halt by a horrific event.
The 27th issue of Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine features new and classic
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mystery tales! FEATURES: From Watson’s Notebooks, by John H Watson, M D Ask
Mrs Hudson, by (Mrs) Martha Hudson NON FICTION: Screen of the Crime, by Kim
Newman Carnivory, Darwin, and Doyle, by O’Neill Curatolo “Someday the Truth Will
Come Out”, by Chris Chan Dr. Watson and True Facts, by Bruce Harris FICTION The
Red-Faced League, by Hal Charles Such Good Friends, by Dianne Neral Ell The
Strange Disappearance of the Talking Horse, by Ron Goulart A Death in Baltimore, by
Arjay Lewis Jewels in the Sun, by Laird Long The Unexpected, by J.P. Seewald “Lease
With Option to Buy”, by Ellen Wight The Adventure of Silver Blaze, by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle
THE SOLITARY BICYCLE THIEF. Remember Violet Smith, the beautiful young woman
who Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson rescued from a forced marriage, as recorded in
The Adventure of the Solitary Cyclist? Ever wonder what happened to her and her true
husband, Cyril Morton, in the years that followed. Well, ten years later she and Cyril
reappear in 221B Baker Street with a strange tale of the theft of their bicycles -- hardly
a crime worthy of the brilliant mind of the world's greatest detective. But ...What on the
surface seemed like a trifle turns out to be the door that leads Sherlock Holmes into a
web of human trafficking, espionage, blackmail, and murder.A new and powerful cabal
of master criminals has formed in London and they will stop at nothing, not even the
murder of an innocent foreign student, to extend the hold on the criminal underworld of
London. Uncovering their network leads Holmes and Watson into the dens of iniquity
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and vice, with frightful consequences for a group of innocent students and even for the
love Mrs. Morton.Join Holmes and Watson as they live and work in the London of 1904.
It's a fun read and is a tribute to the original Sherlock Holmes story in the Canon. Buy
or borrow NOW, download, and enjoy.
Praise for The Science of Sherlock Holmes "Holmes is, first, a great detective, but he
has also proven to be a great scientist, whether dabbling with poisons, tobacco ash, or
tire marks. Wagner explores this fascinating aspect of his career by showing how his
investigations were grounded in the cutting-edge science of his day, especially the
emerging field of forensics.... Utterly compelling." —Otto Penzler, member of the Baker
Street Irregulars and proprietor of The Mysterious Bookshop "E. J. Wagner
demonstrates that without the work of Sherlock Holmes and his contemporaries, the
CSI teams would be twiddling their collective thumbs. Her accounts of Victorian crimes
make Watson's tales pale! Highly recommended for students of the Master Detective."
—Leslie S. Klinger, Editor, The New Annotated Sherlock Holmes "In this thrilling book,
E. J. Wagner has combined her considerable strengths in three disciplines to produce a
work as compelling and blood-curdling as the best commercial fiction. This is CSI in
foggy old London Town. Chilling, grim fun." —John Westermann, author of Exit Wounds
and Sweet Deal "I am recommending this delightful work to all of my fellow forensic
scientists.... Bravo, Ms. Wagner!" —John Houde, author of Crime Lab: A Guide for
Nonscientists "A fabulously interesting read. The book traces the birth of the forensic
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sciences to the ingenuity of Sherlock Holmes. A wonderful blend of history, mystery,
and whodunit." —Andre Moenssens, Douglas Stripp Professor of Law Emeritus,
University of Missouri at Kansas City, and coauthor of Scientific Evidence in Civil and
Criminal Cases
It was an incredible year, the start of a new century. Queen Victoria was still on the
throne, the Paris Exposition was the talk of Europe and Count Zeppelin was conquering
the air. The Tsar had completed the Trans-Siberian Railway, the Boxer Rebellion
surged through China, in South Africa the Boers of the Transvaal and the Orange Free
State defied the British Empire, and at home Sherlock Holmes was at the peak of his
powers. It was not a case of when the great detective's powers were needed but where.
Mycroft sends for both his brother Sherlock and Dr Watson to help solve the mystery of
lost secret plans and of missing gold in the fight that will become the Second Boer War.
Watson accompanies his friend Dr Arthur Conan Doyle and Langman's Hospital to the
battlefields of the Boer Republics as Holmes tries to stop the leak of information and
recover a king's ransom. The biggest question is who to trust in a land ravaged by war
and with countless conflicting loyalties. Will Holmes and Watson stop the leak before
Lord Roberts tries to take Pretoria?
Halloween is approaching...and the game is afoot. Mysterious happenings are plaguing
the Richardson family. A chilling painting of a dreadful place only rumoured to exist,
missing jewels, and an unexpected, bloody attack put young Holmes and Watson on
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the case.Recently settled in Toronto to attend university, Sherlock Holmes becomes
acquainted with Janah Watson at Baker House, a Victorian-era home that has been
converted into a student residence. A friendship seems unlikely-Holmes is too eccentric
and Watson has no patience for eccentricity. But when the duo is invited by Mrs.
Hudson (Baker House's housekeeper) to investigate the odd things that are happening
to the daughter of her former employer, Holmes and Watson must put aside their
differences.Aurelia Richardson was a decorated anthropologist before she had a
mental breakdown during an expedition. After being institutionalized for six years, she
returns home, distant and quiet, but in good health. Quite suddenly, however, she
becomes erratic and delirious, and claims to be haunted by the ghosts of her past. Is
her health declining once again or is something more sinister at work?
You love reading about Sherlock Holmes in real books but your eyesight is not all it
once was? This edition of a New Sherlock Holmes Mystery is for you. It makes use of
the best practices in font and layout design for those who are visually impaired. Enjoy
the story. THE HORROR OF THE BASTARD'S VILLA. A Scottish clergyman and his
faithful border collie visit 221B and tell a tale of a ghostly Banshee on the Isle of Skye.
After the specter appeared, two people died. Holmes sends Watson on ahead to
investigate and report. More terrifying horrors occur and Sherlock Holmes must come
and solve the awful mystery before more people are murdered. A tribute to the original
story in the Canon, Arthur Conan Doyle's masterpiece, The Hound of the Baskervilles .
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THE ADVENTURE OF THE ASSASSINO PAZZO The Criminal Lunatic Asylum in
Broadmoor held some of the most dangerous men in England. One of them escapes
and soon wealthy French men and women living in London are being murdered and
mutilated. Scotland Yard calls for Sherlock Holmes and he and Dr. Watson enter the
world of organized crime mingled with insanity, vengeance and international intrigue.
Buy it now and join Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson as they enter this strange
underworld of serial killers and 'madmen.' Enjoy MORE SHERLOCK.
2017 RT Reviewers' Choice Nominee From USA Today and internationally bestselling author
Leonard Goldberg comes The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes, a new thrilling tale of the great
detective’s daughter and her companion Dr. John Watson, Jr. as they investigate a murder at
the highest levels of British society. 1914. Joanna Blalock’s keen mind and incredible insight
lead her to become a highly-skilled nurse, one of the few professions that allow her to use her
finely-tuned brain. But when she and her ten-year-old son witness a man fall to his death,
apparently by suicide, they are visited by the elderly Dr. John Watson and his charming,
handsome son, Dr. John Watson Jr. Impressed by her forensic skills, they invite her to become
the third member of their investigative team. Caught up in a Holmesian mystery that spans
from hidden treasure to the Second Afghan War of 1878-1880, Joanna and her companions
must devise an ingenious plan to catch a murderer in the act while dodging familiar culprits,
Scotland Yard, and members of the British aristocracy. Unbeknownst to her, Joanna harbors a
mystery of her own. The product of a one-time assignation between the now dead Sherlock
Holmes and Irene Adler, the only woman to ever outwit the famous detective, Joanna has
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unwittingly inherited her parents’ deductive genius.
This book is a draft version of the entire series of Sherlock Holmes stories, which will soon be
available in large print, using the best practices for readers who are visually impaired and
seniors. Each story includes the original Sherlock Holmes mystery as well as a note from the
series editor, Craig Stephen Copland, the author of the New Sherlock Holmes Mysteries
books. In A Scandal in Bohemia you, as well as Sherlock Holmes, will meet The Woman, Irene
Adler, the only woman whoever bested Sherlock Holmes. A great gift for someone you care
about who needs a larger size print to be able to enjoy these wonderful stories.
The fifth issue of Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine -- a special Holmes Fiction Issue -features an amazing new Holmes short novel by Carla Coupe, "The Adventure of the Haunted
Bagpipes," plus great Holmes stories and features by Bruce I. Kilstein, Mark Wardecker, Gary
Lovisi, Paula Volsky, Marc Bilgrey, Stan Trybulski, Len Moffatt. Robert Eighteen-Bisang, Lenny
Picker, Alan McCright, and M J Elliott. Our biggest issue ever, at 196 pages!
Join Holmes and Watson as they examine interrupted games to deduce prior moves. A series
of increasingly complex chess mysteries culminates in a double murder perpetrated by
Professor Moriarty. The master sleuth instructs his companion (and us) in the intricacies of
retrograde analysis; readers need only a knowledge of how the pieces move.
A BRAND NEW SHERLOCK HOLMES MYSTERY If you love Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
original, you'll love this gripping new tale from the world of Sherlock Holmes. PRAISE FOR
PAUL D. GILBERT'S SHERLOCK HOLMES BOOKS "Gilbert has brought Sherlock back to
life, with a believable reproduction of dialogue, behaviour and action." Crime Review "Gilbert
delivers an atmospheric and suspenseful novel-length rendering of one of the most famous of
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Dr. Watson's notoriously tantalizing untold tales." Publishing Weekly "This book is by far the
best Sherlock Holmes pastiche." Holmes Fan "Paul D. Gilbert really adds to the Holmes
legacy." Amanda B A colourfully dressed Bedouin brandishing a sword interrupts Holmes and
Watson at their breakfast table. He brings a cryptic warning: stay out of the affairs of his
people, or face the consequences. Just as the detecting duo begin unravelling that mystery,
they are summoned to Vatican City. Cardinal Tosca, the Pope's right-hand man, has been
murdered at his desk and his translation of an ancient scroll has been stolen from the Papal
palace. The great detective and his faithful Watson find themselves battling a fog of secrecy.
Rumours swirl about a lost gospel and mysterious packages from Egypt, and whispers of a
clandestine group known only as the 'Unholy Trinity' grow louder. What was the Bedouin
intruder so desperate to hide? Why was Cardinal Tosca's scroll worth killing for? To find the
answer Holmes and Watson must go further than they have ever gone before to uncover a
centuries old conspiracy. Does this mystery run too deep for even the world's most famous
detective to unravel? In the first part of the carefully crafted first of the Odyssey of Sherlock
Holmes Trilogy, Paul D. Gilbert sends this beloved British sleuth from his native Baker Street
over land and sea to solve new mysteries. DISCOVER THESE NEW ADVENTURES OF
HOLMES AND WATSON. PERFECT FOR FANS OF THE ORIGINAL AND LOVERS OF
CLASSIC MYSTERIES. ALSO BY PAUL GILBERT THE ODYSSEY OF SHERLOCK HOLMES
TRILOGY Book 1: SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE UNHOLY TRINITY Book 2: SHERLOCK
HOLMES: THE FOUR-HANDED GAME Book 3: THE ILLUMINATION OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES THE LOST FILES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES SERIES Book 1: THE LOST FILES OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES Book 2: THE CHRONICLES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES Book 3: THE
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ANNALS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES STANDALONE NOVEL SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE
GIANT RAT OF SUMATRA
The entire series of Sherlock Holmes stories by Arthur Conan Doyle is now available in large
print, using the best practices for senior readers and those who are visually impaired. Each
story includes the original Sherlock Holmes mystery as well as a note from the series editor,
Craig Stephen Copland, the author of the New Sherlock Holmes Mysteries books. The
Adventure of Silver Blaze tells the story of the disappearance of the famous race horse, the
apparent murder of the horse's trainer, and the relentless application of logic and reason by
Sherlock Holmes until the mystery is solved. It contains the brilliant and well-known insight of
Holmes - the curious incident of the dog in the night time. If you are a fan of horse racing you
will enjoy it all the more. If not, it's still a great read. These books are great gifts for someone
you care about who needs a larger size print to be able to enjoy these wonderful stories.
Includes an Introduction by Anne Perry and a New Afterword by Regina Barreca. Indisputably
the greatest fictional detective of all time, Sherlock Holmes lives on?in films, on television, and
of course through Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's inimitable craft. These twenty-two stories show
Holmes at his brilliant best. THE ADVENTURE OF THE SPECKLED BAND A SCANDAL IN
BOHEMIA THE RED-HEADED LEAGUE THE ADVENTURE OF THE BLUE CARBUNCLE
THE NAVAL TREATY THE FINAL PROBLEM THE ADVENTURE OF THE DANCING MEN
THE ADVENTURE OF THE COPPER BEECHES THE CROOKED MAN THE RESIDENT
PATIENT THE GREEK INTERPRETER THE ADVENTURE OF THE NORWOOD BUILDER
THE ADVENTURE OF THE SOLITARY CYCLIST THE ADVENTURE OF THE EMPTY
HOUSE THE FIVE ORANGE PIPS THE BOSCOMBE VALLEY MYSTERY THE ADVENTURE
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OF THE SIX NAPOLEONS THE ADVENTURE OF THE PRIORY SCHOOL THE MUSGRAVE
RITUAL THE MAN WITH THE TWISTED LIP THE ADVENTURE OF THE SECOND STAIN
THE ADVENTURE OF THE ABBEY GRANGE
Amateur detective Sherlock Holmes, the master of deductive reasoning, solves several
mysteries with the aid of his friend, Dr. John Watson.

Need MORE Sherlock? You are at the right place. THE HORROR OF THE
BASTARD'S VILLA. A Scottish clergyman and his faithful border collie visit 221B and
tell a tale of a ghostly Banshee on the Isle of Skye. After the specter appeared, two
people died. Holmes sends Watson on ahead to investigate and report. More terrifying
horrors occur and Sherlock Holmes must come and solve the awful mystery before
more people are murdered. A tribute to the original story in the Canon, Arthur Conan
Doyle's masterpiece, The Hound of the Baskervilles .
Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine returns with its May/June 2014 issue, presenting
the best in modern and classic mystery fiction! Included this time are the usual columns
by Lenny Picker and Mrs Hudson, plus the following stories: Living The Lie, by Marc
Bilgrey The Adventure of the Sherlock Holmes Chocolate Cards, by Gary Lovisi A Most
Valuable Institution, by Dan Andriacco A Cold Place to Die, by J.P. Seewald The
Shocking Affair of the Steamship Friesland, by Jack Grochot Killing Sam Clemens, by
William Burton McCormick A Fresh Start, by Janice Law The Ruba Rombic Robberies,
by Gary Lovisi Only the Dead, by Gordon Linzner Rationalist Femme: Punitive Justice,
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by William E. Chambers The Woman, by Mackenzie Clarkes Reflection of Guilt, by
Laird Long The Adventure of the Nine Hole League, by William E. Chambers The
Speckled Bandanna, by Hal Charles The Adventure of the Dying Detective, by Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle "Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine" is produced under license
from Conan Doyle Estate Ltd.
Having received a cryptic message ten years after her father's sudden disappearance,
a young woman asks Sherlock Holmes to solve the mystery.
Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine returns with its ninth issue, presenting the best in
modern and classic mystery fiction! Included this time are the usual columns by Lenny
Picker and Mrs Hudson, plus the following stories: BONEYARD, by Marc Bilgrey
BULLY FOR YOU, by Carla Coupe THE HEREAFTER PARTY, by Paullette Gaudet
THE HOT STOVE LEAGUE, by Janice Law THE COIN AND THE CHEMIST, by Nijo
Philip THE CASE OF VAMBERRY THE WINE MERCHANT, by Jack Grochot UP TO
NO GOOD, by Laird Long WE’RE UPSIDE DOWN AND INSIDE OUT, by Jay Carey
VALENTINE’S DAY, by John M. Floyd THE BLACKHEATH COLLAPSE, by Sherlock
Holmes (as Edited by Bruce Kilstein) THE FIVE ORANGE PIPS, by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle "Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine" is produced under license from Conan
Doyle Estate Ltd.
In the third book of this critically-acclaimed series, Sherlock Holmes' daughter faces a
new unsolvable mystery with spies and a threat to the crown. Joanna and the Watsons
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receive an unexpected visitor to 221b Baker Street during a nocturnal storm. A raindrenched Dr. Alexander Verner arrives with a most harrowing tale. Verner has just
returned from an unsettling trip to see a patient who he believes is being held against
his will. Joanna quickly realizes that Verner's patient is a high-ranking Englishman who
the Germans have taken captive to pry vital information about England’s military
strategies for the Great War. The man is revealed to be Alistair Ainsworth, a
cryptographer involved in the highest level of national security. The police are frantic to
find Ainsworth before the Germans can use him to decode all of England’s
undeciphered messages. Ainsworth must be found at all costs and Joanna and the
Watsons might be the only ones who can connect the clues to find him. USA Today
bestselling author Leonard Goldberg returns with another puzzling case for the
daughter of Sherlock Holmes to unravel in this exciting mystery sure to be enjoyed by
fans of Sherlock Holmes, The Disappearance of Alistair Ainsworth.
Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine returns after a brief hiatus with a selection of fiction
and nonfiction for the discerning mystery reader. This issue's stories include: LH’s
LEGACY, by Rochelle Campbell ROOKER, by Laird Long PENNWOOD AVENUE, by
Sanford Zane Meschkow ABOVE SUSPICION, by Victoria Weisfeld IDYLLWILD, by
Michael Hemmingson MOTIVE, by Marc Bilgrey THE CURIOUS CASE OF ARTHUR
CONAN DOYLE, by Gary Lovisi THE DAYTIME SERIAL KILLER, by Dan Andriacco
THE MYSTERY OF THE PAUL HENRY, by Michael Penncavage THE PROBLEM OF
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THE VANISHING BULLET, by Lee Enderlin THE ADVENTURE OF THE BERYL
CORONET, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Nonfiction includes: THREE BUCKET
MYSTERIES, by Eugene D. Goodwin THREE CHEERS FOR DR WATSON, by Janice
Law
THE ADVENTURE OF THE NORWOOD REMBRANDT. A young man is facing
execution in two weeks and appeals to Sherlock Holmes, his last hope, to try to save
him from the gallows. Five years ago he was accused and convicted of the greatest
theft of masterpiece paintings in the history of Great Britain and of murdering the butler
who tried to stop him. He claims he is innocent. Holmes takes on the case and together
he and Dr. Watson must find the missing paintings and the real murderer before it is too
late -- if, in fact, the client is truly innocent. This new mystery is a tribute to The
Adventure of the Norwood Builder in the original Canon. Buy it now and enjoy.
WHEN HOLMES MET WATSON This was a lofty chamber, lined and littered with
countless bottles. Broad, low tables were scattered about, which bristled with retorts,
test-tubes, and little Bunsen lamps, with their blue flickering flames. There was only one
student in the room, who was bending over a distant table absorbed in his work. At the
sound of our steps he glanced round and sprang to his feet with a cry of pleasure. "I've
found it! I've found it," he shouted to my companion, running towards us with a test-tube
in his hand. "I have found a re-agent which is precipitated by hoemoglobin, and by
nothing else." Had he discovered a gold mine, greater delight could not have shone
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upon his features. "Dr. Watson, Mr. Sherlock Holmes," said Stamford, introducing us.
"How are you?" he said cordially, gripping my hand with a strength for which I should
hardly have given him credit. "You have been in Afghanistan, I perceive." "How on earth
did you know that?" I asked in astonishment. "Never mind," said he, chuckling to
himself. "The question now is about hoemoglobin. No doubt you see the significance of
this discovery of mine?" "It is interesting, chemically, no doubt," I answered, "but
practically——" "Why, man, it is the most practical medico-legal discovery for years. Don't
you see that it gives us an infallible test for blood stains. Come over here now!" He
seized me by the coat-sleeve in his eagerness, and drew me over to the table at which
he had been working. "Let us have some fresh blood," he said, digging a long bodkin
into his finger, and drawing off the resulting drop of blood in a chemical pipette. "Now, I
add this small quantity of blood to a litre of water. You perceive that the resulting
mixture has the appearance of pure water. The proportion of blood cannot be more
than one in a million. I have no doubt, however, that we shall be able to obtain the
characteristic reaction." As he spoke, he threw into the vessel a few white crystals, and
then added some drops of a transparent fluid. In an instant the contents assumed a dull
mahogany colour, and a brownish dust was precipitated to the bottom of the glass jar.
"Ha! ha!" he cried, clapping his hands, and looking as delighted as a child with a new
toy. "What do you think of that?" "It seems to be a very delicate test," I remarked.
"Beautiful! beautiful! The old Guiacum test was very clumsy and uncertain. So is the
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microscopic examination for blood corpuscles. The latter is valueless if the stains are a
few hours old. Now, this appears to act as well whether the blood is old or new. Had
this test been invented, there are hundreds of men now walking the earth who would
long ago have paid the penalty of their crimes." "Indeed!" I murmured. "Criminal cases
are continually hinging upon that one point. A man is suspected of a crime months
perhaps after it has been committed. His linen or clothes are examined, and brownish
stains discovered upon them. Are they blood stains, or mud stains, or rust stains, or
fruit stains, or what are they? That is a question which has puzzled many an expert,
and why? Because there was no reliable test. Now we have the Sherlock Holmes' test,
and there will no longer be any difficulty."
Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine #24 features the best in contemporary and classic
mystery fiction, with a great linup of crimes and columns. Here are: Features: From Watson's
Notebook, by John H. Watson, M. D. Ask Mrs Hudson, by (Mrs) Martha Hudson Non Fiction:
SCREEN OF THE CRIME, by Kim Newman COP ROCK, by Eugene D. Goodwin THE
LOVELY CASTOR BEAN, by O’Neill Curatolo CONAN DOYLE, HOLMES, WATSON, AND
MEDICINE, by Bruce Kilstein, D.O., F.A.C.O.S FICTION THE BUTTERFLY AND THE
SPIDER, by Stan Trybulski VOICES, by Michael Haynes INCIDENT AT PUERTO ANGEL, by
Dianne Neral Ell TAKE-OUT, by Laird Long NERO WOLFE, PRO BONO, by Archie Goodwin
THE SHED, by Ellen Wight CAREER TRANSITIONS, by Marian McMahon Stanley THE
OCCURRENCE OF THE MARCHING MARIONETTE, by Teel James Glenn THE MAN
BENEATH THE STREET, by Dana Martin Batory THE ADVENTURE OF THE CROOKED
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MAN, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle POETRY THE GRANDE MADAME, by Mackenzie Clarkes
ART & CARTOONS Front Cover by Matias del Carmine Cartoon by Marc Bilgrey
A collection of Sherlock Holmes mystery adventures.
The fourth issue of "Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine" features Carla Coupe's new Holmes
story, "The Adventure of the Elusive Emeralds,' plus tales by Stan Trybulski, Melville S. Brown,
Marc Bilgrey, Hal Charles, William E. Chambers, Jean Paiva, and Roberta Rogow. This issue's
classic reprint is "The Adventure of the Resident Patient," by Arthur Conan Doyle. Plus all the
regular features, a look at the new Holmes movie, cartoons, and more.
A seemingly impossible mystery tests the keen mind and forensic skills of Joanna Blalock, the
daughter of Sherlock Holmes and the heir to his unique talent for deduction, from USA Today
bestselling author Leonard Goldberg. The following case has not previously been disclosed to
the public due to the sensitive information on foreign affairs. All those involved were previously
bound by the Official Secrets Act. With the passage of time and the onset of the Great War,
these impediments have been removed and the story can now be safely told. When an
executed original of a secret treaty between England and France, known as the French Treaty,
is stolen from the country estate of Lord Halifax, Scotland Yard asks Joanna, Dr. John Watson,
Jr., and Dr. John Watson, Sr. to use their detective skills to participate in the hunt for the
missing treaty. As the government becomes more restless to find the missing document and
traditional investigative means fail to turn up the culprit, Joanna is forced to devise a clever
plan to trap the thief and recover the missing treaty. Told from the point of view of Dr. John
Watson, Jr. in a style similar to the original Sherlock Holmes stories, A Study in Treason is
based partly on facts in our world and partly on the facts left to us by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
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This cunning locked room mystery is sure to be enjoyed by fans of Sherlock Holmes.
One of six books in the Sherlock Holmes Collection.
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